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Clearinghouse Site. Missouri Western State University, 22 Apr. 2004. Web. 22

Sept. 2012. Memory Recall Memory recall occurs when you access 

information stored in your brain without being cued. This occurs when you 

are remembering simple things or taking a test. Two other types of memory 

recall are recollection and recognition. Recollection is when you remember 

partial information. Recognition occurs when you identify information after 

experiencing it again (Cherry). Memories are stored into your brain using 

medical temporal lobes, MLT (Miller). The job of MLT is to make memories 

using neural activities that are created in response to the senses (Mastin). 

Another part of the brain that helps with memories is the hippocampus. The 

job of the hippocampus is to contain the new memories in the long-term or 

short-term memory (Holladay). One way of experimenting with memory 

recall was performed by Missouri Western State University. During this 

experiment people were given cards, some had just words, some had just 

pictures, and some had words and picture. These people were given a short 

amount of time until they were quizzed to see which group remembered 
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what was on the card. The group that filled out the most information was the

group that was given the words and pictures (Mills). 
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